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New Commission Priorities
•
•
•
•
•
•

A European Green Deal
A Europe fit for the digital age
An economy that works for people
Protecting our European way of life
A stronger Europe in the world
A new push for European democracy

‘ ... a once-in-a-generation opportunity to ensure Europe leads the
way on the twin ecological and digital transitions’.

Digital & the 17 SDGs
• 11 SDGs have positive link with digital
Examples of SDGs with strongest positive links:
• SDG 9 - Infrastructure, industry and innovation
• SDG 8 - Decent work and economic growth
• SDG 3 - Health and well-being

• 5 SDGs with unclear link: SDG 13 - Climate action, SDG 7 – Affordable green energy, …
• 1 SDG with negative link: SDG 12 - Responsible consumption and production
• ICT has significant environmental impacts
• more emissions than aviation (even before crisis)
• E-waste = material inefficiency, non-circularity of devices: strongest negative link
• Progress is needed on energy and material efficiency (durability, reparability, recyclability)
Digital Access Index (https://digitalaccessindex-sdg.gesi.org/)

Digital Decade: a Compass and Common Targets

Green ICT
Minimising the environmental footprint of the ICT sector

Examples

• Energy efficiency of datacenters
• Transparency on the carbon footprint of ICT infrastructure
• ‘eco-labelling’ and green public procurement
• IoT and Edge computing – processing where the data is

ICT for Green
Enabling energy and resource efficiencies (circular economy)
in other sectors

Examples

ICT can reduce
7-10x more
GHGs than its
own footprint

• Lifespan of electronic equipment

• Decentralised intelligence optimizing use of renewables,
shaving energy usage peaks, x-sector optimisation
• Precision farming, digital for agri-food
• Climate smart cities & communities
• Smart mobility, energy efficiency of buildings
• Sustainable manufacturing and waste treatment
• Extreme weather and climate impact modelling

Destination Earth
Green Dataspaces,
Product Passport

Internet of Things - IoT

ICT can reduce GHG emissions
7 - 10 times more than their own footprint
IoT - Some Definitions:
• The Internet of Things (IoT) is a system of interrelated
computing devices, mechanical and digital machines,
objects, animals or people that are provided with
unique identifiers and the ability to transfer data over a
network without requiring human-to-human or humanto-computer interaction.
• The Internet of Things is taking all the things in the
world and connecting them to the internet.
Max Lemke, CONNECT

IoT integrates Digital Technologies

Sensor-Control
Infrastructure
Telecom (5G)
Infrastructure

Data
Spaces

IoT is much more than
Connectivity:
•
•
•
•

Industrial Internet of Things
Industry 4.0
Cyber-physical systems
Smart Internet of Things

Cloud
Infrastructure
Apps - Services
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Towards the Next Generation Smart Internet of Things
Trend/Paradigm Shift: from Cloud to Edge
Bringing compute resources closer to the data

Far Edge / IoT

Edge

Cloud / HPC

Smart Device

Cloud

Infrastructure

Federating far edge resources ad hoc via 5G
to provide cloud resources close to the edge
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Paradigm Shift Cloud – Edge – IoT: Application Side
Data Processing today: 80% Cloud - 20% Edge
Data Processing in 5 years: 20% Cloud – 80% Edge

ICT for Green – ex.:

Privacy

Green ICT – ex.:
Processing at the edge of the IoT
where the data is gathered rather
than centrally in the Cloud
- Energy efficiency of IoT devices
- Minimising energy consumption and
carbon footprint by optimising
processing vs communication
- Example: Monitorting of Health

Precision Farming: Optimising use of
pesticides, water, fertiliser, …

Safety
Carbon
Footprint

Security

- Cope with climate change
- Environmentally friendly farming

Optimisation of resources:
storage – network – computing centres
Synchronisation
Digital Twins
Environmental
Footprint
Energy
Consumption

- Intelligence in IoT devices at the edge
- Processing in real-time

ICT for Green:
Energy coupled with Electromobility and Smart Buildings
enabled by the next generation IoT and x-sector dataspaces
Delivering a fair and green deal for consumers:
Renewable
Energy

•
•
•

Digital Enablers:

SectorCoupling

•
•
•
•
•
•

Optimisation
of renewable
energy production
and usage
Bi-directional
EV-charging

Efficient integration of renewables
Integrated smart home/building services through IoT
Storage / EV batteries to mitigate peak capacity

Smart Home
and Buildings

Connected and interoperable x-sector data spaces
AI-tools for autonomous operations
Swarm computing capacity with de-centralised intelligence
Smart IoT with strong computing capacity at device/edge level
IoT operation for real-time energy management
Trusted and secure Cloud-Edge infrastructure

Some relevant EU policies and programmes

• Making Europe's businesses future-ready: A new Industrial Strategy for a globally
competitive, green and digital Europe

• The “twin” transition:
• Shaping Europe’s Digital Future
• The European Green Deal

• EU Investments:
•
•
•
•
•

Horizon Europe: Research and Innovation, e.g. Cloud-to-Edge-to-IoT
Digital Europe: Support Deployment, e.g. Dataspaces and Cloud/Edge infrastructures
Connecting Europe Facility 2: Infrastructure, e.g. 5G corridors
NextGenerationEU – Recovery and Resilience Facility, e.g. multi-country projects
Invest EU: Investment support
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This Session at the CONNECT University Summer School

The way IoT helps to reach the Sustainable Development Goals

• Broad view through different facets
• Renowned Speakers from different perspectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•

European Commission: DG CNECT, DG CLIMA
ITU - International Telecommuncation Union
IoT Technology Expert
United Nations – SDG Action Campaign
Telecommunication Industry
Digital Economy Expert
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